
kE1
3V WHITE LIGHT

The KE1 Scout Light® bezel assembly generates an impressive 
500 lumens from a single 123A battery when used on an M300 
Scout Light®. This small, rugged bezel features SureFire’s propri-
etary TIR lens, a far-reaching, high-intensity beam with ample 
surround light.  Constructed of lightweight aerospace aluminum 
coated with a Mil-Spec Hard Anodized finish, the ultra-compact 
KE1 will withstand the rigors of combat without weighing down 
your weapon. Upgrade your Mini Scout Light® to 500 lumens with 
the KE1.

FEATURES

¼  Virtually indestructible ultra-high-output LED generates  
    500 lumens of blinding light; produces tactical-level  
    light for one hour on one 123A battery
¼  TIR lens shapes versatile beam with enough reach and  
    surround light for medium- to longer-range operations
¼  Rugged, durable and combat ready Hard Anodized 
    aluminum body and tempered window      

PART#                                       UPC

KE1H-BK 084871327312
KE1H-TN 084871327329

kM2
6V INFRARED & WHITE LIGHT

The KM2 bezel assembly provides both white light and infrared 
illumination from two 123A batteries when used on an M600 
Scout Light®. Select the appropriate spectrum for the mission by 
simply rotating the bezel. This small, rugged WeaponLight fea-
tures SureFire’s proprietary TIR lens, a far-reaching, high-intensity 
beam with ample surround light. Constructed of lightweight aero-
space aluminum coated with a Mil-Spec Hard Anodized finish, the 
ultra-compact KM1-E will withstand the rigors of combat without 
weighing down your weapon. Upgrade your Scout Light® to 350 
lumens and 120 mW of infrared illumination with the KM2.

FEATURES

¼  Virtually indestructible infrared & white LEDs are 
    regulated to maximize light output and runtime
¼  On-the-fly switching between IR mode and white-light  
    — no IR filter required
¼  TIR lens shapes versatile beam with enough reach and  
    surround light for medium- to longer-range operations
¼  Rugged, durable and combat ready Hard Anodized 
    aluminum body and tempered window

PART#                                       UPC

KM2-C-BK 084871327398
KM2-C-TN 084871327404

kM1
3V INFRARED & WHITE LIGHT

The KM1 bezel assembly provides both white light and infrared 
illumination from a single 123A battery when used on an M300 
Scout Light®. Select the appropriate spectrum for the mission by 
simply rotating the bezel. This small, rugged WeaponLight fea-
tures SureFire’s proprietary TIR lens, a far-reaching, high-intensity 
beam with ample surround light. Constructed of lightweight aero-
space aluminum coated with a Mil-Spec Hard Anodized finish, the 
ultra-compact KM1 will withstand the rigors of combat without 
weighing down your weapon. Upgrade your Mini Scout Light® to 
250 lumens and 100 mW of infrared illumination with the KM1.

FEATURES

¼  Virtually indestructible infrared & white LEDs are 
    regulated to maximize light output and runtime
¼  On-the-fly switching between IR mode and white-light  
    — no IR filter required
¼  TIR lens shapes versatile beam with enough reach and  
    surround light for medium- to longer-range operations
¼  Rugged, durable and combat ready Hard Anodized 
    aluminum body and tempered window

PART#                                       UPC

KM1-E-BK 084871327411
KM1-E-TN 084871327428

kE2
6V WHITE LIGHT

The KE2 Scout Light® bezel assembly generates an impressive 
1,000 lumens from two 123A batteries when used on an M600 
Ultra Scout Light®. This small, rugged bezel features SureFire’s 
proprietary TIR lens, a far-reaching, high-intensity beam with 
ample surround light.  Constructed of lightweight aerospace 
aluminum coated with a Mil-Spec Hard Anodized finish, the 
ultra-compact KE2 will withstand the rigors of combat without 
weighing down your weapon.  Upgrade your M600 Ultra to 1,000 
lumens with the KE2. 

FEATURES

¼  Virtually indestructible ultra-high-output LED generates  
    1,000 lumens of blinding light; produces tactical-level  
    light for 1.25 hours on two 123A battery
¼  TIR lens shapes versatile beam with enough reach and  
    surround light for medium- to longer-range operations
¼  Rugged, durable and combat ready Hard Anodized 
    aluminum body and tempered window 

PART#                                       UPC

KE2-B-BK 084871327671
KE2-B-TN 084871327688
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LM1
3V WHITE LIGHT FOR DEDICATED FORENDS

The LM1 LED/TIR lens conversion assembly replaces the original 
incandescent or LED reflector-type head and battery housing of 
SureFire 600-series and 900-series dedicated forend Weapon-
Lights, such as Shotgun Forend WeaponLights. The result is an 
extremely compact head/housing unit, powered by one 123A bat-
tery, that generates 500 lumens of brilliant white from a virtually 
indestructible LED emitter. The TIR lens produces a more concen-
trated, farther-reaching beam for close- to mid-range engage-
ments. Provides a one hour runtime per battery, with gradually 
decreasing output afterward. Constructed of aerospace aluminum 
with a Mil-Spec hard-anodized finish, the LM1 is O-ring sealed for 
reliable operation in all weather conditions.

FEATURES

¼  Fits: All versions of these forend WeaponLights: 617,  
    618, 620, 621, 623, 328, 628, 629, 636, 917, 918, 920,  
    923, 936
¼  Virtually indestructible LED and TIR lens produce 
    brilliant beam optimized for close- to medium 
    range applications
¼  Weatherproof-O-ring and gasket sealed
¼  Rugged, durable and combat ready Hard Anodized 
    aluminum body and tempered window

KE1 KE2 KM1 KM2 LM1 LM2

COLOR

OUTPUT 500 lumens 1,000 lumens WH: 250 lumens  IR: 100 mW WH: 350 lumens  IR: 120 mW 500 lumens 1,000 lumens

RUNTIME 1.0 hours 1.25 hours WH: 1.5 hours      IR: 6 hours WH: 2.5 hours      IR: 16.75 hours 1.0 hours 1.25 hours

PEAK BEAM INTENSITY 7,600 candela 11,300 candela 9,300 candela 12,750 candela 7,600 candela 11,300 candela

DISTANCE 175 meters 213 meters 190 meters 225 meters 175 meters 213 meters

CONSTRUCTION Aluminum

FINISH Hard Anodized (MIL-A-8625 Type III, Class 2)

WEIGHT (w/batteries) 1.6 oz. (45 g) 1.6 oz. (45 g) 1.28 oz. (36 g) 1.28 oz. (36 g) 1.7 oz. (48 g) 2.6 oz. (74 g)

LENGTH 1.8 in (4.5 cm) 1.8 in (4.5 cm) 1.78 in (4.5 cm) 1.78 in (4.5 cm) 2.4 in (6 cm) 3.7 in (9.4 cm)

BEZEL DIAMETER 1.125 in (2.9 cm) 1.125 in (2.9 cm) 1.06 in (2.7 cm) 1.06 in (2.7 cm) 1.125 in (2.9 cm) 1.125 in (2.9 cm)

BATTERIES One 123A lithium Two 123A lithium One 123A lithium Two 123A lithium One 123A lithium Two 123A lithium

All performance claims tested to ANSI/NEMA FL1-2019 Standard. 
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PART#                                       UPC

LM1-B-BK 084871327695

LM2
6V WHITE LIGHT FOR DEDICATED FORENDS

The LM2 LED/TIR lens conversion assembly replaces the original 
incandescent or LED reflector-type head and battery housing of 
SureFire 600-series and 900-series dedicated forend Weapon-
Lights, such as Shotgun Forend WeaponLights. The result is an 
extremely compact head/housing unit, powered by two 123A 
batteries, that generates 1,000 lumens of brilliant white from a 
virtually indestructible LED emitter. The TIR lens produces a more 
concentrated, farther-reaching beam for close- to mid-range 
engagements. Provides a one hour runtime per battery, with 
gradually decreasing output afterward. Constructed of aerospace 
aluminum with a Mil-Spec hard-anodized finish, the LM2 is O-ring 
sealed for reliable operation in all weather conditions.

kM5
WHITE LIGHT & INFRARED XVL2 BEZEL

The KM5 is a direct replacement head assembly for the SureFire 
XVL2. Available in black or tan, the KM5 bezel incorporates two 
virtually indestructible LED emitters, one for white light and the 
other for infrared. The white LED provides 400 lumens of white 
light shaped by our MaxVision Beam® reflector technology for a 
wide, seamless wall of light that is ideal for close-quarter use. 
The 300-milliWatt IR emitter delivers a beam that is invisible to 
the naked eye while providing ample illumination for use with 
NVGs. The KM5 provides 1.5 hours of white light runtime or 
2.75 hours of IR runtime from a single 123A lithium battery. Con-
structed of aerospace aluminum with a Mil-Spec hard-anodized 
finish, it is O-ring and gasket sealed to meet IPX8 water ingress 
standards (66 feet, 2 hours).

FEATURES

FEATURES

¼  Fits: All versions of these forend WeaponLights: 617,  
    618, 620, 621, 623, 328, 628, 629, 636, 917, 918, 920,  
    923, 936
¼  Virtually indestructible LED and TIR lens produce 
    brilliant beam optimized for close- to medium 
    range applications
¼  Weatherproof-O-ring and gasket sealed
¼  Rugged, durable and combat ready Hard Anodized 
    aluminum body and tempered window

¼  Fits: XVL2, XVL2-IRC WeaponLight models
¼  Virtually indestructible white-light and infrared LEDs  
    deliver beams optimized for close-quarter use
¼  Rugged, durable and combat-ready; Mil-Spec hard- 
    anodized for corrosion resistance
¼  Weatherproof; O-ring and gasket sealed to meet IPX8  
    standards (66 feet, 2 hours)

PART#                                       UPC

PART#                                       UPC

LM2-B-BK 084871327701

KM5-A-BK 084871328005
KM5-A-TN 084871328166


